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• We knew Eppes was a father but did not know if he was a good father. Through his personal letter, we 

learned that Eppes tried to use his influence and connections, to land his son a cushier job in 

the Confederate army. Eppes' letter reads “ If you think I can bring any influences to bear in the 

matter, write me word...procure...situation on Hardee’s staff...I immediately appealed to Col. Scott 

to use his influence...get Willy Pool to use his influence.”

Results
• This project collected and transcribed primary documents that shed light on the character of Francis 

Eppes, particularly as a man of faith, a farmer, and a father. While it was known that Eppes was 

devoted to his faith, we learned that he felt a stronger allegiance to God than to the Confederate States. 

He makes it known to his son that God is first. Eppes wrote, “though a soldier of the confederacy 

you owe a higher allegiance to...combat sin and evil in every shape and degree.”

• Some info about Eppes’ later life was also learned. Eppes was a big shot in Tallahassee, but for 

whatever reason decided to move to Central Florida. In Central Florida, Eppes was a farmer growing 

a variety of crops like "Sorghum" and "Cotton". What is interesting to us is that this seems like a step-

down, but in early Florida, the ability to fall back on farming was an accomplishment.

"My Dear Nic" 1864 10-27

Abstract
Francis Eppes was an important figure in Territorial Florida. Eppes came from a prestigious family that 

included Thomas Jefferson, and like his grandfather Thomas, Eppes valued public service. Eppes was 

one of the founders of the St. John's Episcopal Church in Tallahassee and later was tasked with finding a 

new reverend for the church. Eppes also helped found the “Seminary West of the Suwannee River,” the 

school that would eventually become Florida State University. Eppes also served as mayor of 

Tallahassee. But Eppes was not without controversy. Recently, backlash from Eppes’ history of slave-

owning has hurt his legacy. This project focused on Eppes’ own writings preserved in FSU Libraries’ 

special collections, along with works written about him from the time period. Letters transcribed add 

detailed evidence of Eppes’ devotion to his faith, his children, and his community. But like all historical 

figures, there remains much to be explored about Francis Eppes.

Background and Purpose
• Francis Eppes was a prominent man who left his mark on Tallahassee. Many of Eppes' contributions 

are still around to this day, so the goal of this project was to shine a light on a forgotten aspect of the 

history of Tallahassee. The research project utilized many types of sources to find this info.

Methods
• Preliminary reading of Red White and Bluebloods,(Malcolm Johnson 1976) to explore various 

characters from territorial Florida.

• Identifying interesting characters and briefly learn about their lives

• Choosing an individual and doing a deep dive on their life

• Reading transcribed primary documents and using these as a "Rosetta Stone" to transcribe a 

primary document.

• From the primary document, "My Dear Nic" (1864), find some interesting aspects of Francis 

Eppes' life and dig into those.
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Conclusion
Francis Eppes was a complex man. This project only scratched the surface

of Eppes' life and there remains much to be discovered, about his personal

life and his role as a public figure. Like most memorable people from the past, he had many 

admirable traits and some that taint his reputation to this day. These contradictions make him 

interesting -- a good subject for research, and a promising character to put onstage.

Transcript " My Dear Nic"
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